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BRAVE DEEDS RECOGNISED.

On August 20,1943, while unserviceable Cordite was being destroyed,

a 30-cwt. lorry containing some of the Cordite caught fire, causing casualties

to the men employed on this destruction.

Major V.B. Wells, R.O,C,immediately drove to the scene of the fire, and

not knowing the size of the party that-had been working at the site, thought

there night still be personnel trapped, in the lorry. He at once tackled the
flames with a fire extinguisher, in spite of the fact that either the

petrol tank or the burning cordite boxes might have exploded at any moment.

as a result of his determined efforts, which showed a complete

disregard for his own personal safety, Major Wells succeeded in extinguishing

the fire.

The Army Commander, Southern Command, has directed that a record of this

Order be made.

On Friday July 16, 1943? whilst six mortar "projectiles were being

prepared for an experimental shoot a -burst occurred.

When it became apparent that there was a danger of a burst a warning was

given to evacuate the area. All those engaged on the work did so, with the

exception cf No. 2114278, L/Cpl. C.L, J. Mason, R.E., who with complete

disregard for his safety stopped to pick up a box containing propellant

charges before leaving the area. By his gallant action this N.C,O, minimised

the danger to other personnel, in that he reduced the intensity of the fire.

As L/Cpl. Mo.son left the area carrying the charges the bomb burst and

phosphorus was showered ever a considerable area, some falling in the

charge box he was carrying. This ignited the propellant charges and he was

severely burnt by the flash and falling phosphorus.

The General Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Command directs that an entry

be made in the Conduct Sheet of L/Cpl, Mason,
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